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About This Game

Inspired from old Finnish skittles game Kyykkä, Beer and Skittls is a strategic VR game that will challenge your skill level of
throwing.

HOW TO PLAY

Rules are simple. You need to get exactly 100 points to win.
In order to do this, you need to throw the bottle on your right, to the colored bottles on the floor.

Different colored label bottles give you different points. Such as:
Green label: 1 point
Blue label: 3 points

Brown label: 5 points
Black label: 9 points

EXACTLY 100!

If your total score passes 100, your score will be halved!
If you cheat and throw from outside the throwing area, your score will also be halved.

Try to get to 100 with least throws as possible.

Beer and Skittls VR is powered by Unreal Engine 4.
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Title: Beer and Skittls VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Black Poodle Entertainment
Publisher:
 Black Poodle Entertainment
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 equivalent or better

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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beer and skittles vr

I want my five minutes back. A messy buggy piece of hot garbage with a nonsense 'plot' that isnt shocking. Just boring.. Very
Entertaining for this price.. The game feels very slow paced and aiming (without the an attachment) feels off. It's not an awful
game but I don't think it's worth £14.99.. Fantastic. Re-downloading the game and buying a long sword.. First of all, this game
has easy technique. But It's not making any problem, It's still good to play and chill out.

When I launched this game first time I thought "I won't play It for a long time..". In truth, It's not a long game. Only 50 levels of
all the gameplay, easy challenges...
I'm not saying that this game is bad. Some games make you scream, some games make you rage, but not this one.
As I said before, this game is good for chill out.

. Amazing potential, just wish I could say the same about me !

DLC seems pricey but unless you're a graphic artist, you will need lots of varied content, so its worth it. You can also mod and
see the animation steps used by the pro's and copy them for your own creations.

. The worst thing for my life Abto heck heck of a game Maine buys?. fun, love the fact that the controls are responsive and
when I mouse over things, there is actually an indicator... :)
graphics look good, I even like the voice acting. def worth the money. These types of games are hit or miss with me though I
love the genre.. This game is really fun, it has the right amount of content if you just want to play it for 15-20 minutes in the
afternoon and have some fun with it. It has nice visuals, and the game mechanics (with 2 or 3 very little exceptions) are pretty
well made and satisfying. Also the item shop provides a little depth into it although not that much. The only real problem I saw
with the game is that is a bit short - I beat it in about 2 and a half hours without putting much effort in doing so.. Awesome
song!! Wish there was more from these guys.
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Don't mock me game. I know my cause is not just. exploding things to explode things. But I do not care. shut up.. The best Open
world game \ud83d\udc4c\ud83d\udc4d. Pillar is a game that requires some mental gymnastics to understand the story. Each
level deals with a different emotion but each two levels deal with the emotions and people involved in tandem. It's a very cool
concept and I enjoyed playing it.. best game ever. Storm in a Teacup is an entertaining platformer, which has an atmosphere that
is similar to LittleBigPlanet. It is wholely enjoyable, but lacks multiplayer or stat rankings. 100%able in about 4.5 hours. If you
have 5 dollars and 4 hours to kill out of sheer boredom, you might just have some fun.. The game WAS cool, but now the devs
have left it to rot.. The ergonomy of this game is terrible. I'm a huge fan of the grid-based dungeon crawler genre but Heroes of
the Monkey Tavern has big issues:

- keyboard controls aren't queued. This is a very typical subtle control issue: if I press "turn left" twice, the second input is
discarded because the animation of the 1st action is still ongoing. This makes the most basic action (moving around) feel
absolutely terrible. If you play Legend of Grimrock for 5 minutes you'll notice the difference immediately.

- the whole game UI is crippled with tons of subtle issues like this one, and in the end, the game feels like it was made without
any kind of attention for the core gameplay interactions: move around, attack, pick items, manage inventory. Everything feels
clumsy as hell.

- no drag & drop for item picking? Seriously?

- no control binding. Seriously, it's 2018. QWERTY controls just don't work for ALL countries.

- 2D art is "meh" at best, character faces during the intro are... x_x. Looks like most of the art was created by someone who can
barely draw. May sound rude, but it is the way it feels.
. For some reason, I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry" shows up as "King of the Road". If you want King of the Road, they do have
it under Roger Miller.. point and click game with bad mouse pointer
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